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In this paper we will be considering various consequences of fixed-point-free 
(FPF) actions on finite groups. We first determine a cohomological condition 
for the existence of a fixed point under certain group actions on abelian groups. 
As a result, we show that the solvability of groups admitting nilpotent, fixed-
point-free automorphism groups would follow from an examination of simple 
groups of Lie type, assuming the present list of sporadic simple groups is 
complete. 
The first result we present may be regarded as a group-theoretic analogue 
of the Lefschetz Fixed Point Theorem. That theorem asserts that if rp is a 
smooth map from a manifold to itself with Trace H*(rp, IR) =F- 0, then rp has a 
fixed point. As a special case of our result, it follows that if rp is an automorphism 
of an abelian group A with H*((rp), A) =F 0, then rp has a fixed point. 
THEOREM 1. If G is a nilpotent group acting on an abelian group A with 
CA(G) = {1}, then Hn(G, A) = 0 for n ~ 1. 
Proof. Since the p-primary components AP of A are invariant under G, 
and Hn(G, A) = EEJP Hn(G, AP), it suffices to assume A is a p-group. 
Let N be the normal p-complement in G; this is a normal Hall subgroup, 
so (see [2]) 
(where as usual the superscript refers to the subgroup of fixed elements). The 
second summand is zero, since (IN I, I A I)= 1. The first is just H 11(GP, AN). 
Note that (AN)Gv = A<N.Gp> = AG = {1}, so GP acts on AN without fixed 
points. Since both GP and AN are p-groups, this forces AN= {1}, so that 
Hn(G, A)= H 11(GP, AN) is trivial. I 
We remark that G itself need not be nilpotent, as long as the Fitting subgroup 
acts without fixed points. However, some nilpotence criterion is clearly needed: 
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Let Sa act on Za non-trivially; then Cz (SJ) = {1}, but D 9 is a non-split extension 3 
of 1'.3 by Sa with this action so H 2(Sa, Za) =F 0. 
It is well known [4] that if a finite group K admits a FPF automorphism 'P 
and a <p-invariant normal subgroup N <J K, then 'P induces a FPF automorphism 
on K/N. We use Theorem I to generalize this: 
THEOREM 2. If K admits a nilpotent FPF automorphism group G and a 
G-invariant normal subgroup N <J K, then G induces a FPF group of automor-
phisms on KjN, provided N is solvable. 
Proof. Clearly, we may assume N is a minimal G-invariant normal sub-
group, and then use induction. In this case, N is characteristically simple and 
solvable, hence abelian. 
Now suppose !i E K/N is fixed under all of G; pick k E K in the coset !i. 
For each g E G, define n(g) = k-1kY EN. Then we see 
n(gg') = k-1kYY' = (k-W')(k-1kY)u' = n(g') n(g)Y' = n(g)Y' n(g) 
so that n(-) gives a cocycle in Z 1(G, N). Since Hl(G, N) = 0 by Theorem I, 
we see n(-) is also a coboundary: n(g) = m · m-u for some fixed mE N. Then 
(km)u = (km) for all g E G, so by hypothesis, km = 1, whence !i =lim= I. 
Thus, the action of G on K/N is also FPF. I 
Again, a nilpotence assumption is necessary: Sa acts FPF on itself by conjuga-
tion, but induces a trivial action on Sa/A3 • On the other hand, it is of interest 
to determine whether or not the solvability of N is needed. It would be vacuously 
unnecessary if no non-solvable group could admit a nilpotent FPF automorphism 
group. Such conjectures have long been studied (see [3] for a summary). We 
offer here only the following reduction: 
THEOREM 3. If K is a non-solvable group admitting a nilpotent FPF auto-
morphism group G, then a subgroup of G acts FPF on a (simple) composition 
factor H of K, via a (nilpotent) subgroup of Out(H). 
In particular, such a K of minimal order is either an unknown (sporadic) simple 
group, or a simple group of Lie type. 
Proof. Write K = K 0 [> K 1 [> ··· [> Kr ={I} with each Ki-1/K; a minimal 
G-invariant normal subgroup of K/K; ; each Ki_1jKi is then characteristically 
simple. If K; is solvable but not Ki_1 , then by Theorem 2, G acts FPF on 
K/K;, and hence also on Ki-1/Ki ~ K/K;. Since Ki-1/Ki is not solvable, it 
is isomorphic to H"' for some simple non-abelian group H. 
Now Aut(Hm) = Aut(H) 2 S"', that is, G permutes the factors H. In fact, 
G permutes the factors transitively, since Ki_1fKi was a minimal G-invariant 
normal subgroup of K/Ki . Thus if B ~ G is the stabilizer of the factor 
H 1 = (H X I x · · · X l ), then this action is given by the permutation 
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representation on cosets of B; that is, we may choose coset representatives 
y 1 , ..• ,ym E G such that if B · y;x = B · Yi, then 
(1 X ••• X H X ••• X 1)"' = (1 X ••• X H X ··• X 1). 
(i) (j) 
We claim that B acts FPF on H 1 • For suppose hE H1 were fixed by all of B. 
Set li = n::l hYi, and for each X E G, write B . Y;X = B . Yi . Then if-+ j is a 
permutation, so the hY; lie in distinct direct factors of Hm and hence commute. 
This gives 
m m 
(fi)"' = n h(y,x) = n hY; = h 
i~l i~l 
so that liE Hm is fixed by each x E G. Since G acts FPF on Hm, li = 1, soh= 1. 
So we have shown that the composition factor H admits B ::( G as a FPF 
automorphism group. We must still show that BJCB(H) is isomorphic to a 
subgroup of Out(H). To do this, we may assume CB(H) = {1}, soB::( Aut(H). 
If cp: H ~ Aut(H) is given by conjugation, then cp(H) = Inn(H) is normal 
in Aut( H), so cp(H) n B <J B. If cp(x) E Z(B), then for all b E B, b-1cp(x)b = cp(x), 
i.e., xb = x; since B acts FPF on H, this forces x = 1. So, cp(H) n Z(B) = {1}, 
and thus cp(H) n B = {1} since B is nilpotent. But then B maps injectively 
into Out(H) as desired. 
For the last statement of the theorem, recall that a group admitting a FPF 
automorphism of order ::(2 is abelian, hence solvable; so by the preceding 
statements, we conclude 2 < I BJCB(H)I ::( I Out(H)I. This condition does 
not hold for An (n =I= 6), nor for the known sporadic groups [lJ, nor for 2F4(2)' [5]. 
This leaves only those H as in the statement of the theorem. I 
One would suspect that a single systematic approach might be used to rule 
out all groups of Lie type as well, since the automorphism groups of these 
groups are easily described. Indeed, one can apply the theory of a single FPF 
automorphism to rule out those remaining H with Out( H) cyclic, thus eliminating 
G2(q) (q =/= 32n), F4(q) (q =/= 22n), Es(q), 3fliq), 2B2(22n+1), 2G2(32n+1), and 
2Fi22n+l). 
Since Theorems 2 and 3 are "pure group theory," one might object to the 
use of a cohomological result in Theorem 2. The referee was kind enough to 
supply the author with the following "elementary'' proof. If we consider the 
split extension K · G, then the k in Theorem 2 satisfies [k, G] C N. One may 
check that this makes Gk a complement to N in N · G, with CN(Gk) = {1}. 
Them we are looking for is to satisfy [m, g] = [k, g] for all g E G; it is not hard 
to see it need only satisfy [m, G] = [k, G], i.e. Gm = Gk. So we are reduced to 
showing the following: If G1 and G2 are nilpotent complements of a normal 
abelian subgroup A of a group H, and if CA(G1) = CA(G2) = {1}, then G1 
and G2 are conjugate in H. The 'conjugating' element may be found by conju-
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gating the Sylow p-subgroups of the Gi into a fixed Sylow p-subgroup P of H. 
One then checks that NH(P) has both Gi complementing its normal abelian 
subgroup NH(P) n A; by induction, we may assume the Gi are already conjugate 
in this smaller group. 
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